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	“Flash cards in a book” for the Obstetrics & Gynecology shelf-exam and the USMLE Step 2 CK -- written by students, for students


	". . . well organized and an easy read for the medical student looking to get a concise review on relevant content, material, and concepts tested on the USMLE Step 2 CK and the NBME shelf exam in this specialty." -- Kevyn To, M4, SUNY Upstate


	". . . hits all the key topics using the most time-efficient question-answer format. I loved using this book for my clerkship because it includes almost every "pimp" question I encountered and was an excellent review for the shelf exam." -- Barrett Little, M4, Temple University School of Medicine


	Deja Review: Obstetrics & Gynecology boils down your course work to just the critical concepts. Drawn from the perspectives of top students fresh from acing their shelf exams and the USMLE Step 2 CK, this unbeatable guide features a quick-hit Q&A presentation -- one that helps you efficiently plow through a large amount of information. It also allows you to zero-in on only the correct answers to promote memory retention and maximize your study time.


	FEATURES

	
		“Flash cards in a book” for maximum retention in the shortest amount of time
	
		All-inclusive, yet concise coverage of Internal Medicine
	
		Study-enhancing tips, mnemonics, and insider advice
	
		Clinical vignettes chapter preps you for cases you'll see on the exam
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Mastering AutoCAD Civil 3D 2011Sybex, 2010

	Civil 3D was introduced in 2004 as a trial product. Designed to give the then–Land Development desktop user a glimpse of the civil engineering software future, it was a sea change for AutoCADbased design packages. Although there was need for a dynamic design package, many seasoned Land Desktop users wondered how they’d ever make...
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HTML5 Game Development For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Create games with graphics that pop for the web and mobile devices!
	
		HTML5 is the tool game developers and designers have been eagerly awaiting. It simplifies the job of creating graphically rich, interactive games for the Internet and mobile devices, and this easy-to-use guide simplifies the learning curve. Illustrated in...
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Design Secrets: Products: 50 Real-Life Product Design ProjectsRockport Publishers, 2001

	
	
		The Industrial Designers Society of America (IDSA) had compelling
	
		reasons to partner with Rockport Publishers on this book: It
	
		meets a growing, real, and broad hunger for information and in-
	
		spiration on industrial design.
	


	
		Recently, industrial design has emerged as a profession that...
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The Career Programmer: Guerilla Tactics for an Imperfect World (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2006

	The crucial wisdom-guide to surviving within the programming industry in 2006. Provides raw material for surviving and thinking smart in today's industry. Delivered with the wit and aplomb to make a serious topic entertaining and palatable




	TE Conquer Master self-defense techniques to shield yourself, your project,...
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Building Reliable Component-Based Software SystemsArtech House Publishers, 2002
This is a book about component-based software engineering (CBSE). CBSE
is the emerging discipline of the development of software components and the
development of systems incorporating such components. Component-based
systems are built by assembling components developed independently of the
systems. To assemble components, a...
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Internet Phone Services Simplified (VoIP)Cisco Press, 2006
Internet Phone Services Simplified gives you the most basic need-to-know information and then teaches you how to get the most out of your VoIP phone services:

	
    Understand how broadband VoIP, Internet VoIP, and VoIP Chat services work
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